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nQzw™ Essentials: 
Small & Mid-size Firms

Queues Power Workflows
 
nQzw™️ Queues is the workflow engine that drives 
the business and practice of law:

• Queues integrate with your firm’s core 
technology systems

• Queues automates processes and delivers key 
information to attorneys and staff when they 
need it, wherever they are

Our Essentials package is specifically designed for 
small and mid-size firms. Queues enables a hybrid 
approach, allowing for work inside and outside 
the office, powering Scanning & Printing and Cost 
Recovery & Analytics solutions.

ScanQ
ScanQ is the industry’s fastest scanning solution with the most accurate OCR and smallest file 
size. ScanQ works with MFDs and desktop scanners with PDF editing right in your workflow.

PrintQ
Secure print release keeps your information secure while reducing wasted paper from 
abandoned prints, saving money while helping the environment.

MailQ
A better way to deliver your physical mail to attorneys and staff, no matter where they are, 
without clogging up email. Delegates and Shared Queues bring new power to your workflows.

CostQ
CostQ makes cost recovery & analytics simple with software that tracks tasks handled on the 
clients’ behalf, like printing and scanning, and automatically ties that information into your time 
& billing system.
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Fast, Accurate, Flexible
Queues make every task simpler and easier, with user-defined workflows that can be built 
instantly. Users don’t have to toggle between the device screen and nQzw software, and  or 
manage workflows from their computers. We produce the most accurate OCR results in the 
smallest file size at the fastest speeds (more than 1 page per second). 

Instantly Route Documents
nQzw integrates with the core technologies in your firm, including your DMS, time & billing and 
expense management systems. You can also route to user desktops, network folders, email 
inboxes and in or out of the cloud.

Unlock the Power of your DMS
Integrating with your document management system is key to ensuring the best possible 
workflow and storage solutions for your firm, enabling everyone to scan, store and 
access documents in one system. nQzw integrates with DMS systems including iManage, 
NetDocuments, Worldox, ProLaw, Total Office, and OpenText.

Embedded Cost Recovery
nQzw is the pioneer in embedded technology for legal. We streamline operations using terminal-
free software installed directly into your multi-function devices’ panel and integrate with 22 
time & billing systems.

Spefically Designed for Small & Mid-size Firms
We created nQzw Essentials to give your firm the sophisticationa and capabilities of the tools that large law 

uses – but without the complications and IT headaches. 

Deep Legal Experience
nQ Zebraworks, founded in 2003, is a powerhouse in the legal industry, working on five continents spanning 
52 countries. Our team has deep legal technology experience, working with small and mid-size firms all the 

way up to 5 of the 10 largest firms in the world. Our clients rave about our unparalled support.


